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ONGOING CHANGES AT CLUB DUE TO 
COVID-19
The following is an update on the current and 
temporary arrangements at the Club. 

1. Daily open hours 08:00-20:00, with self-dispatch 
after hours (on a pre-arranged basis).

2. PPL and School District 61 ground school has been 
suspended until further notice.

3. Limited flight training (including Redbird, dual multi-
engine/IFR) is ongoing.

4. Masks are now required when training. 

5. AMO maintenance operations are ongoing.

6. Recreational rentals, solo advanced training / rentals 
on the Cessnas (i.e. to build CPL hours) are ongoing.

7. Support to VFC members (parking, towing, refueling, 
etc.) continues.

8. Take-out services with the Dakota Café restaurant 
continues (Mon–Fri, 08:00-16:00, Sat-Sun 08:00-14:30) 
and the restaurant and patio (limited seating) is open.

BYOH - BRING YOUR OWN HEADSET
In order to keep up a high level of sanitation, we are 
encouraging people to bring their own headsets when 
renting aircraft. For those unable to do so, there will be 
a very minor charge ($3) when renting headsets to help 
cover the cost of cleaning the headset, as of June 1st.

If you would like a hand publicizing your event, send it to 
flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com for a chance to have your news 
or story published in The Patrician.
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PARKING
Several parking spaces are available! 

If you’re interested in prime 
paved parking spaces for your aircraft, 

we want to hear from you!  

Secure, pull-in/pull-out, easy access.

Please call Dispatch to arrange a spot, 
or to see if your plane might fit a 

hangar spaces at 
250-656-2833

HANGAR SPACE
Contact Marcel at the Club to see 

if a hangar spot is a good spot 
for your plane and to get on the 

waitlist.

NEWS and EVENTS

SEP 9 Victoria Flying Club AGM

Is your aviation-related event not listed?
Let us know at flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com

For more information or to book a flight
Email: tedk@flyvfc.com
Call: 1-778-350-3213

VFC Charter offers inexpensive, on-demand, and 
direct transportation to places not serviced by other 
commercial carriers in the lower BC area.

The charter service is operational in day VFR 
conditions. Please contact us for more information on 
destinations and costs.

VFC CHARTER SERVICE      
Be there in minutes!

http://www.flyvfc.com
mailto:flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com
mailto:flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com
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Normally we hold our Annual 
General Meeting in March.  
COVID-19 caused us to delay this 
important event because of the 
Board’s concern for everyone’s 
health and well being, and to 
ensure we were compliant with the 
requirements set out by Dr. Bonnie 
Henry.  

We will be holding our AGM on 
September 9 in the hangar at VFC.  
We can accommodate up to 50 
people in there while maintaining 
safe social distancing.  This year we 
are restricting attendance to Voting 
Members only (i.e. Sustaining and 
Life Members) and there will not 
be any wine and cheese socializing 
because of COVID-19.  Voting 
Members will receive an email 
providing details and asking for an 
RSVP so that we can get a good 
idea of the headcount and ensure 
we are compliant with the rules.  

We are also looking for some 
new Board Members.  As usual, 
elections will be held for four 
places on the Board.  One 
incumbent will be standing for 
re-election.  At a minimum we 
need three more people to stand 
for election to bring us up to eight 
people.

If you have ever thought of 
being on the Board perhaps this 
is the right year for you to run 
for election.  The mandatory 
conditions you must meet to be on 
the Board are:

• Be either a Life or Sustaining 
Member in good standing.

• Be free of any conflict of interest.

Across the eight Board Members 
we like to have some diversity 
of experience to help bring a 
well rounded and balanced 
perspective to our decision 
making.  Ideally we would have 
a mix of aircraft owners, people 
that rent VFC planes including 
both students and recreational 
pilots, and some gender and age 
balance.  We are a non-profit 
and therefore are not driven by 
the profit motive but we do have 
to be financially sustainable and 
therefore individuals with small to 
medium sized business experience 
can provide useful guidance on 
the Board.  People with good 
interpersonal and communication 
skills help the meetings to run 
smoothly and be productive and 
enjoyable.

If you have a deep and abiding 
concern for the well being of the 
Victoria Flying Club, its members 
and staff, and would like to 
contribute to ensuring that VFC 
continues to be a safe, affordable 
and fun place to pursue our 
shared love of aviation then please 
consider standing for election at 
the AGM.

Cheers,

Colin Williamson
VFC President

Notice of the AGM
Letter from the President

Get Nominated

Directors must be nominated 
by two other Voting Members 
(i.e. Sustaining or Life Members). 
This can be done in advance 
through a written or signed 
letter, email or note to the Board 
Nominating Committee (via VFC 
President, Colin Williamson, at 
ckconsulting@telus.net) or at the 
actual AGM by speaking up.

"Without disruption of air traffic, these fearless, 
forthright, indomitable and courageous

 individuals did venture into the wild blue 
yonder in flying machines.  Furthermore, these 

skillful individuals did safely land said flying 
machines at Victoria International Airport, 
incurring no significant damage to self or 

machine, thus completing first solo flights."  

New Members
Bruce Andrews
Dakota Farenholtz
Devin Degroote
Hamish Brown
Hugh Graham
Hugo Millere
Ji Shi
John Kyle
Jordan Mills
Jordan Sass
Kurt Briggs
Mariko Rabbetts
Matthew Barclay-Rosher
Naveen Suri
Richard Williams
Takumi Satake
William Fraser

First Solo
Joe Snowden
Keanu Flavelle
Tristan Goddard

CPL Flight Test
Joshua Allen
Marius Pepin-Krause
Peter Hollemans

PPL Flight Test
Isaiah Joseph

Multi-IFR
Cole Turner

Multi-Rating
Grant Diamond
Nadia Scott

Norm Jeske
Instructor: Darren Rich

First Solos and 
Member Achievements 

Contributed by Marius Pepin-Krause.
Willy Island by Crofton.

http://www.flyvfc.com
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Given that it has been a couple 
months since the introductory 
article about the Beechcraft Travel 
Air 95 rebuild project, and a lot 
has transpired, it is time to provide 
another comprehensive update. 

You may recall that the VFC 
President, Colin Williamson, 
provided the initial explanation for 
the rebuild project back in the April 
Patrician, namely that the highest 
priority of the Board’s fleet renewal 
strategy was the replacement of 
HDP, our PA-44 Piper Seminole 
twin engine training platform. 
The reason that it was the highest 
priority was HDP’s track record as 
a "hangar queen." HDP has had a 
track record of not only a record 
of frequent unserviceabilities, but 
also one of being unserviceable for 
unexpectedly lengthy periods of 
time. The unfortunate consequence 
of this track record was that the 
VFC could not provide reliable ME/
IFR training for its students.

Once the decision to proceed 
with a rebuild project was 
approved by the VFC Board of 
Directors, following a lengthy 
options analysis process, there 
was no turning back. As you know 
from subsequent updates in the 
Patrician, the Beechcraft Travel 
Air 95 has undergone a process of 
transformation. Like a caterpillar 
that becomes a butterfly through 
the process of metamorphosis, 
C-GWCB (the previous identifier 
of the Beechcraft Travel Air whilst 
it was still in service with Buffalo 
Airways) is advancing nicely 
through its own transformation.

It has now been re-registered as 
C-GGMF, a requirement given 
that it had been de-registered 
after it was no longer airworthy. 
However, not only will it have a 
new registration identifier, it will 
have much more in appearance, 
instrumentation, and capabilities. 
Now that it has been disassembled, 
stripped, and inspected (with 
minimal corrosion having been 
found), the rebuilding is underway 
in earnest. One of the two engines 
has nearly completed its overhaul, 
after which the second will be 
completed with the final inspection, 
testing and certification by our 
in-house engine expert, Al Girard. 
The fuel tanks have undergone 
refurbishment, and the new front 
windshield and side windows have 
arrived at the VFC. Similarly, a 
longer, more aerodynamic nose 
cone has arrived from the US after 
an extensive search for such a used 
nose cone. 

Although the original plan was 
to have a partial glass cockpit, 
subsequent analysis with our PRM, 
CFI and Victoria Air Maintenance 
(VAM) revealed that it would 
actually be less costly to install 
a full glass cockpit when future 
maintenance costs were taken into 
consideration. Following approval 
by the Board of Directors, the next 
step was to establish the various 
glass components that would be 
installed, as well as the actual 
layout for the panel (see attached 
photos). VAM will not only build 
and install the new glass cockpit 
but will also rewire the plane. With 
the new components, it will have 

state of the art IFR capabilities 
along with the convenience of 
USB plugs to allow for the use of 
electronic flight bags tools such as 
iPads! The de-icing enhancements 
will include electrically heated 
wings (vice mechanical boots) and 
other additions that will enable 
safe training and increased ME/
IFR training over the winter months 
when the risk of icing is more 
prevalent. Furthermore, now that 
we have acquired an inflatable 
paint booth, the repainting of the 
aircraft components can be done 
in-house, while providing the 
resources for future paint jobs on 
other aircraft in the fleet.

Another significant development 
was the Board’s recent approval to 
proceed with a second Beechcraft 
Travel Air 95 to provide the VFC 
with a fleet of two identical twin 
engine ME/IFR aircraft. Since 
then, we have purchased another 
Beechcraft Travel Air (C-GIJW) 
that also served with Buffalo 
Airways, so we anticipate that 
it too will have little corrosion. 
Unlike C-GGFM this aircraft is 
still airworthy, and as such, will be 
flown to the VFC by the owner in 
mid-August after which it will be 
disassembled for its own stripping 
and inspection. Furthermore, with 
two rebuild projects underway, this 
will allow for economies of scale, 
such as for the production and 
installation of the glass cockpits. 
Furthermore, the investments 
made for the initial rebuild (sea 
containers for storage, new 
compressor, inflatable paint tent, 
and other tools) will pay dividends 

Twin Rebuild Project
Update

VFC Manager BGen (Ret’d) Gregory C.P. Matte, CD, PhD

for the second rebuild in terms 
of savings. Similarly, the lessons 
learned by our AME team with the 
first rebuild will most certainly result 
in time efficiencies for the second.

Furthermore, now that the glass 
cockpit configuration has been 
established, we’re now looking 
to produce an identical panel for 
the Redbird to enable our ME/
IFR instructors to commence their 
simulator conversion training in 
advance of the first rebuild being 
completed and put into flight 
service. Naturally, our technical 
manuals (MPM and MCM) will 
need to be updated as part of the 
certification process, an effort 
already underway. Given the 
second rebuild project as well as 
the increase in flight operations 
during the summer months, we have 
reassigned one of our Line Crew 
to the AMO team given that he 
already had completed his Level 1 
AME training before arriving at the 
VFC. This will help keep the rebuild 
project on track for its completion 
this fall (Oct-Nov timeframe).

Looking forward, we are aiming to 
have the second rebuild completed 
for the spring of 2021. Once both 
of the rebuilt Beechcraft Travel Air 
achieve their flight certification, 
HDP will be put up for sale, as the 
fleet renewal strategy only envisions 
two twin engine aircraft in the VFC 
fleet. Regardless, with two “new” 
twin engine aircraft (zero airframe 
hours, overhauled engines, and new 
propellers) on the line, the VFC will 
not only have redundancy when one 
aircraft is down for an inspection, 
both aircraft will have a far better 
serviceability rate than our current 
"hangar queen." As such, the VFC 
will be much better positioned to 
provide reliable training to ME/IFR 
students with a much higher level of 
confidence that they will not suffer 
unexpected delays in completing 
their ratings, as had been the case 
in the past. So…stay tuned for more 
updates!

http://www.flyvfc.com
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James and Josh's 
Excellent Adventure

Bringing C-FGIM to new home at VFC

Contributed by James Taylor,         @skycaptainjim

"A journey of a 1000 miles starts 
with a single step," the Chinese 
philosopher Lao-Tzu once said. 
When I look back on our decision, 
as two young pilots, to embark on 
a flight from Quebec to Victoria in 
a Cessna, I can’t help but think that 
truer words were never spoken. As 
two recently minted pilots with their 
commercial licences whose career 
aspirations were suddenly sidelined 
by a historic world-wide pandemic, 
the chance to spread our wings was 
an opportunity we couldn’t pass up. 
Every student pilot who pursues a 
commercial licence will come to a 
point in their journey where they 
must complete a flight that is greater 
than 300 nautical miles in a straight 
line from their point of departure. 
After completing this task, Josh 
Allen, 21 years old, and myself, 
22 years old, were presented with 
the opportunity to take that a step 
further. The Victoria Flying Club had 
recently purchased a Cessna 172S. 
The problem was the plane was 
sitting on the tarmac in St. Georges, 
Quebec – 2000 nautical miles away. 

The decision to embark on a grueling 
6-day, 27.2 hours of flying time 
requiring more than a 1000 litres of 
fuel was an opportunity we couldn’t 
pass up. 

Days 1-2: The Test Flight
On July 12, we boarded an Air 
Canada Airbus 320 for Pearson 
International in Toronto and from 
there hopped on an Embraer 175 
to Quebec City. We were met the 
next morning by Pierre Vermette, 
the former owner of the Cessna 
172S. This was a big day - we finally 
got to lay our eyes on the newest 
member of the Victoria Flying Club’s 
fleet, and it was glorious. All of the 
hallmarks of a used Cessna 172 such 
as cracked fairings, finicky doors, 
or broken sun visors were absent! 
The paint was in mint condition, 
the windows opened smoothly and 
with grace, the engine and propeller 
were brand new, and it even had 
wheel pants! This was a well-loved 
and cared for plane. Needless to say, 
Josh and I were extremely eager to 
fly it. 

After spending the rest of the 
morning making sure that all the 
paperwork was in order and that 
the aircraft passed its inspections, 
it was time for a test flight. Initially 
the owner took the front left seat 
and the Person Responsible for 
Maintenance, Murray Palmer, rode 
shotgun. They took the aircraft up 
to make sure that everything was 
working properly – an important 
task considering the journey halfway 
across the second largest country in 
the world. 

Now it was our turn. We took it up 
for a few laps around the patch and 
quickly discovered that not only did 
the plane look great, it flew great. 
The flight controls felt smooth, the 
engine operated properly, and the 
avionics were accurate. We decided 
to do some maneuvers that we 
knew well from our training to make 
sure that the aircraft responded 
like we were used to. We did some 
steep turns, stalls, and spins and 
everything felt normal and worked 
correctly. However, we did learn 

that our radio navigation equipment 
did not work. This did not matter 
for two competent Visual Flight 
Rules (VFR) pilots in the era of GPS 
technology. After deeming our test 
flights a success, we put C-FGIM 
to bed for its last night in Quebec. 
Josh and I were not far behind, as we 
knew there was business to be done 
tomorrow. 

Day 3: Fun in North Bay & Big 
Storms 
Day three began with a quick refuel 
in St. Georges and we were airborne 
and ready to bring C-FGIM home! 
We quickly realized that we would 
likely be the only ones speaking 
English on the radio for some time. 
Josh gave me a helpful crash course 
on French and after learning how 
to count to five, and how to say 
"hundred" and "thousand," I felt more 
confident in knowing where other 
aircraft might be. Still though, it 
was important to stay vigilant as we 
needed to see any other aircraft. 

Our first leg was quite uneventful 
and we made it to Pembroke, 
Ontario, for fuel without a hitch. 
We scarfed down some salami 
sandwiches and spoke with some 
locals who followed us in. They were 
also in a Cessna 172. Our next stop 
was Sudbury for fuel but not before 
we had a little fun along the way. 
Josh had spent some time as a Cadet 
at North Bay airport, home of the 

North American Aerospace Defence 
Command Operational Control 
Centre, so we decided to pay them a 
visit on our way to refuel in Sudbury. 
We did a low pass at North Bay and 
with a runway of 10 000’ in a Cessna 
172, we got to spend a fair bit of 
time flying only a few feet off the 
ground. After refuelling in Sudbury, 
we had our sights set on Thunder 
Bay -- a good place to stop for the 
night. 

Things did not go as planned. We 
knew there would be some weather 
to contend with while we crossed 
western Ontario but we didn’t 
realize it would be as significant as 
it turned out to be. Approaching the 
northeastern tip of Lake Superior, we 
ran into a frontal system that brought 
ceilings down and greatly reduced 
visibility. We decided that a diversion 
would be necessary. 

Fortunately, Josh and I had done 
our planning and we knew there 
was an air strip with 100LL avgas 
on our route in a small town called 
Marathon. We decided to land 
and wait out the weather. Thank 
goodness we did, because minutes 
after we landed, the downpour 
started. In the short time it took 
us to tie down the aircraft, the 
water had soaked through my jeans 
to my underwear. Wet and a bit 
disappointed, we sat in the plane for 
a few hours to wait out the weather 

but it soon came apparent this was 
not a quickly passing storm. We met 
with a couple who had also been 
forced to divert to Marathon. They 
were flying a Diamond across the 
country and ended up staying the 
night in Marathon as well. They were 
in a much quicker aircraft than us 
but we eventually came across them 
again in Calgary later in our trip. 

Hotel rooms were unavailable and 
as we discussed the logistics of 
how two 6-ft tall men could sleep 
comfortably in a plane, we saw a 
Bell helicopter emerge from the mist 
and land in front of one of the two 
hangars on the field. By now, it’s 
evident, Josh and I don’t shy away 
from opportunities when we see 
them. We walked over to the hanger 
and spoke with the pilot, Jake Carter, 
who had been flying a few RCMP 
officers searching for a criminal in 
the woods of Ontario. Jake was more 
than happy to let us sleep in the 
hangar for the night. Josh and I were 
grateful not only because we had a 
roof over our heads but also because 
this hangar was equipped with a 
washer and dryer, a shower, and a 
bed! We slept wonderfully that night. 

Day 4: Superior Fog, Pizza in the 
Prairies 
We woke the next day to thick fog 
giving about half a mile of visibility – 
apparently sea fog is not restricted 
to just oceans, especially when 

http://www.flyvfc.com
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you’re talking about Lake Superior 
- the world's largest freshwater lake 
by surface area. This delayed our 
departure from Marathon until the 
early afternoon which wasn’t terrible 
because it allowed us to head into 
town for some breakfast and to pick 
up a thank you gift for our host. Jake 
provided us with the best courtesy 
vehicle anyone could ask for, a diesel 
RAM 3500 fully loaded – not a bad 
ride for these two young pilots. 

After mother nature allowed us to 
depart from Marathon, we were 
headed for Sioux Lookout, notorious 
for winds blasting in at ninety degrees 
from the runway and we were not 
disappointed. When we landed, the 
crosswind component was pushing 
the demonstrated capabilities of a 
Cessna 172S but C-FGIM stayed the 
course. After fuelling up and grabbing 
lunch with a buddy who worked for 
a local company called Sky Care, we 
were prairie bound. The leg from Sioux 
Lookout to Manitoba was mostly 
spent dodging infamous prairie storm 
cells. We managed to weave through 
them and land safely in the small 
Mennonite municipality of Steinbach, 
which on first glance consisted solely 
of mosquitos and canola fields. But we 
soon discovered there was more to 
this town – we found a great hotel and 
superb pizza, and rested our weary 
bodies in the hotel’s hot tub. 

Day 5: Grass Landings and Golf 
Balls 

As most journeys go, there’s always 
the inevitable unforeseen event. Our 
trip was no different. Josh’s headset 
began to experience technical 
problems; he could still receive radio 
transmissions and voice over the 
intercom from me but his microphone 
was not working so he couldn’t be 
heard. This proved to be an interesting 
complication for the remainder of our 
journey home. 

Our first stop of the day was Moose 
Jaw, for fuel, where we attempted 
to get Josh’s headset fixed, but to 
no avail. We set our sights for the 
big city lights of Calgary but decided 
it might be fun to stop at a grass 
strip along the way. We consulted 
our charts, CFS, and POH and we 
found a strip that would be sufficient 
length for takeoff and landing in 
hot temperatures. It was located in 
Whitewood, SK. On approach we 
realized that not only was this an 
aerodrome, but it also doubled as a 
driving range! As we got lower we saw 
a bunch of golf balls on the runway as 
there was no net separating the two. 
We decided that it was not in our best 
interest to land so we continued on to 
Calgary. 

This had been the longest day of our 
journey, 7.2 hours to be exact. Once 
we got to the outskirts of Calgary 
we could tell that the airspace was 
not too busy by virtue of the amount 
of radio chatter. The controller was 
nice enough to take us over midfield 

of Calgary International and then 
on to our destination of Springbank 
Airport, home of the Calgary Flying 
Club, where we parked the plane 
for the night. Josh had a friend in 
Calgary who provided us with lodging 
for the night. His name was Austin 
Hinde and he worked for Kenn Borek 
Air. He introduced us to some of his 
coworkers who also lived in Calgary. It 
was cool to hear about some of their 
stories such as one about flying to 
Antarctica in a DC3 on skis – maybe 
our next trip? Our day ended with 
a peek at the forecasts for the next 
morning; they did not look good. We 
were skeptical of flying through the 
Rockies in marginal weather but we 
decided we would make a go-no-go 
call in the morning. 

Day 6: Low Ceilings & Tall 
Mountains 
After waking up on what would be the 
last day of our trip, we decided that it 
would be a good idea to get a weather 
briefing from a specialist at Edmonton 
Flight Information Centre. We were 
told that the weather on our preferred 
route through Rogers Pass would likely 
not be VFR throughout the day and 
that we would have a better chance 
going through the Crows Nest Pass, 
even though that still did not look 
favourable. We figured we might 
as well give it a shot but we chose 
to go the safer route. We departed 
Calgary to the south, paralleling the 
Rocky Mountains until we got to 
Lethbridge, then we turned towards 

the mountains. The mountains were 
a nice sight for these two B.C. boys 
– our signal that we were inching 
closer to home. The weather was 
better than forecasted and we made 
it to our only fuel stop, Oliver, just 
north of Osoyoos, but it soon turned 
as we headed out on the last leg of 
our epic journey. We experienced low 
ceilings for about a mile and a half in 
the Hope Slide area. At first glance we 
thought we would be forced to wait 
out the weather but we descended 
below the clouds and quickly 
discovered we could see clearly to the 
other side of the layer. We checked 
to see if we could actually turn the 
plane around safely at that altitude in 
the valley and our test was successful. 
Soon we were passing over Hope 
and transitioning to the Vancouver 
terminal control area. Before we knew 
it we were hearing the familiar voices 
of Victoria’s control tower. We did 
a fly by to show off Victoria Flying 
Club’s newest, and prettiest, Cessna 
172. We had made it home safely and 
our journey was complete! 

Pandemics, Tough Decisions & 
New Choices 
I have wanted to be a pilot most of 
my life. After high school I started 
working at the Victoria Flying 
Club and taking advantage of their 
first-class training. I had my life 
set – school, flying, commercial 
pilot licence and a world to explore. 
Airlines around the world were talking 
about a world-wide shortage of pilots. 

But the COVID-19 pandemic has 
changed everyone’s lives.

While my career aspirations to 
be a pilot have been sidelined; 
they’ve been replaced with a new 
opportunity to become a licensed 
aircraft maintenance engineer while 
still gaining lots of flying time to 
advance my career as a pilot. So while 
the destination of our journeys may 
alter course, the opportunities to 
gain new experiences and skill sets 
and meet great people along the way 
is one of the things that makes the 
aviation industry so great. Two years 
ago, I would never have dreamed 
that I would be offered the chance to 
fly a Cessna halfway across the one 
of the largest countries in the world 
and have one of the most exciting 
adventures of my life with a great 
friend. It’s about taking the first step 
when the opportunity is presented. 
This was the best way to complete my 
commercial licence. I was no longer 
running through drills to prove that I 
had the capabilities of a commercial 
pilot. I was now flying a real mission, 
with actual stated tasks and goals. 
Although the learning never stops 
in the aviation industry, the days of 
flying for the sole purpose of learning 
are over. This journey has validated 
my accomplishments and has shown 
me what is important to a commercial 
pilot. I feel like I am ready to start my 
career as an aviator.

http://www.flyvfc.com
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